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Sea level is definitely changing
and it has been throughout 
the history of the earth.

There are strong indications that
the rate of change is increasing.



The Gulf of Mexico has existed
 for about 150 million years

That represents only three(3) 
percent of the earth’s history.



The biggest problems with the
current high rate on the Texas 
Coast are with wetlands and
the built environment.

The East Texas coast is one of
the most problematic regions.



Appearance of the Gulf of Mexico area in the Jurassic – 135 MYBP from Salvador, 1991



Appearance of the Gulf of Mexico during the Cretaceous time – 100 MYBP
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Appearance of the Gulf of Mexico during the Eocene – 55 MYBP



Appearance of the Gulf of Mexico during the Oligocene – 35MYBP



Appearance of the Gulf of Mexico during the Miocene – 20MYBP



Appearance of the Gulf of Mexico during the Pliocene – 8MYBP



Beach ridges and terraces on the northern Gulf of Mexico
(courtesy of E. Otvos)

125,000 ybp
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Sea level changes over the past 2.6m years as determined by oxygen isotope data

Last sea level highstand
about 125,000 years ago



Sea level change over last few glacial episodes
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Stage 5e
coastal
barriers

from Otvos



The only ways these changes can
take place is by changing the size
of the land masses and/or the 
volume of water in the oceans.

Changing the land masses takes
many millions of years.
Changing the oceans takes only
decades to centuries.





North American
deserts during
the last glacial
lowstand



Pleistocene river
systems on the
Texas shelf that
were deposited
during glacial
lowstand

(from Abdullah,
et al, 2004)



(from K. Milliken)



Post-glacial rise in sea level based on data from the Florida area.
                      (courtesy of Florida Geological Survey)
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Low stand on the Texas
coast during last glacial
advance about 20,000
years ago



Development
of bayhead
deltas
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Rio Grande 
paleodelta



What is happening now
in the Gulf of Mexico?



Annual rates of sea level rise (mm)



Rates of erosion tend to correlate with sea level rise



Florida

Louisiana

Texas Tide Gauge
Data

from Emery & Aubrey,
1991



Land Subsidence
Houston, TX Area



Subsidence near Houston, Texas (photo by J. Anderson)



Subsidence over an oil field on the Texas-Louisiana border
                        (from White and Morton, 1997)



Sea-level forecast determined by IPCC 2007





Construction of a salt marsh Galveston Bay, Texas USA
                    (photo courtesy of HDR Engineering) 



Same marsh 2 years later (photo by HDR Engineering)



SUMMARY
We are currently experiencing a sea

level rise of about 3 mm/yr globally.

Many locations in Texas have rates
higher than that.

Thick fine sediment sequences and fluid with-
drawl are major contributors.

Reducing emissions will perhaps slow the
rate of rise but will not reverse the trend.


